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Abstract MA,Te* (M = Ta, N 3  aod A = Si, Ge) compounds show B great variety of 
commensurately and incommensurately modulated structures depending on the value for x .  It 
is shown lhat the t4eory of suprspace groups can be used to standardize the structures and 
to predict the 3~ Symmetry of the commensurately modulated structures. The commensurately 
modulated struchm of NbGe3pTeZ is determined with the aid of single crystal x-ray data, A 
comparison with some already published structures in the series show that all structures with 
f < x 6 4 can be regarded as being built from definite numbers of units of the MA!/,Tez and 
MAIIIT~Z 9s. 

1. Introduction 

Recent studies in the M-A-Te type ternary phase system (M = Nb, Ta; A = Si, Ge) 
have shown that the MA,Te2 compounds are very suitable for correlated investigations of 
the electronic and geometric structure of transition metal tellurides [l-31. In this case the 
particular point of interest is the change transfer which takes place between the transition 
metal element d bands and the Te p orbitals in relation to the Te-Te contact distances. 
The rather simple variation of x in MA,Tez and, accordingly, of the degree of the charge 
transfer, along with the experimental fact that nearly all structures are fairly well ordered, 
may lead to a better understanding of the structural variations in the M-A-Te ternary phase 
system and in general in the transition metal and post transition metal tellurides. 

The structures to be considered range from MAIpTeZ to MAl/*Te*, i.e. from a compound 
with maximal charge transfer to a compound without charge transfer. It should be noted 
that we use the phrase 'charge transfer' relative to the situation in which the atoms adapt 
their formal oxidation states, i.e. +3 for M, +2 for A, and -2 for Te. Hitherto, only 
structures with 5 < x < have been found 11.3-71, besides the parent compounds MTQ 
[8], and these will be considered in this paper. It has been shown previously that the formal 
oxidation states of the cations remain unaltered in the modulated structures [l]. Thus, the 
formal oxidation state of Te becomes fractional: -(1.5 +x). 

Recently, it has been argued that the structures in the MA,TeZ series can be regarded as 
being modulated with respect to a basic unit cell common to all structures [6]. Furthermore, 
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the relative magnitude of the wave vector describing the modulation has been shown to be 
equal to the value for x in MA,Te2. This value for x can be either rational (x = nl/nz, nl, 
nz integer) or irrational, yielding a commensurate or incommensurate structure, respectively. 

The superspace group approach offers a versatile and practical way to describe 
modulated structures [9] .  It is obvious that for incommensurate structures an approach 
by conventional 3D space groups is  not adequate, because of the absence of 3D translation 
symmetry. Commensurately modulated structures, however, are adequately characterized by 
3D space groups by defining a new, normally larger unit cell with 3D translation symmetry. 
The use of superspace groups offers an alternative way of describing those commensurate 
structures and has several advantages compared with the conventional approach [IO, 111. 
Indeed, with such a description one may better compare the structures within a series 
with both commensurate and incommensurate modulations, such as in the MA,Tez series. 
Another advantage is that in certain cases the number of independent parameters in an x- 
ray or neutron structure determination can be reduced as compared with the conventional 
approach. 

In this paper we describe the use of superspace for the commensurately modulated 
structures of MAnL/,2Te2. The results can be used to standardize the structures in the series, 
and to foresee the symmetries of new, not yet synthesized compounds. As an example. the 
superspace group approach is used to determine the structure of NbGe3pTez with the aid 
of single-crystal x-ray diffraction data. 

A van der Lee et a1 

2. Experimental procedures 

NbGe317Tez was obtained as a side product of the synthesis of NbGelpTez [I]. 
Stoichiometric amounts of the elements for the latter compound were sealed in an 
evacuated silica tube. The temperature of the tube was raised to 700 K and maintained 
for several hours, then raised to 1100 K, maintained for two days, and finally raised, 
step by step, to 1280 K. After ten  days the tube was cooled by exposure to air. SEM 
analyses and Weissenberg photographs showed that not all of the thin, dark platelets found 
in the batch had the same composition and cell parameters. Crystals of composition 
NbGe,pTez, NbGeZpTe2, and NbGe3pTel were most frequently found, with the c axes 
of the orthorhombic unit cell very close to the ratio 3 5 7 ,  respectively. The diffraction 
patterns of all three compounds showed strong main spots defining an identical basic lattice 
with almost equal cell parameters. In between the main spots much weaker superstructure 
reflections were found. 

For the study of NbGe~pTez, five crystals were selected and analysed by SEM, yielding 
an average composition of Nb2.9s(s~Sio.4o(gGeo~~62(2~Te6.o(z]. It is quite possible that the 
compound is contaminated with Si from the inner walls of the silica tube. Therefore, 
syntheses were also performed in Si-free environments. SEM analyses of crystals resulting 
from these syntheses still yielded small amounts of Si. This shows that the detector of the 
SEM apparatus is probably contaminated with tiny amounts of Si. In any case, the results 
of this study will hardly be influenced by the eventual presence of Si, since Ge can easily 
be substituted by Si on the same crystallographic sites. 

Data collection was performed on a SIEMENS-P4 diffractometer (see table 1 for the 
recording conditions). The measured intensities were corrected for the scale variation, 
Lorentz and polarization effects. A Gaussian absorption correction was applied using 
the program SHELXTL, distributed along with the SIEMENSP4 diffractometer software. 
The intensities showed mmm Laue symmetry and were averaged accordingly. All 
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Formula weight 
Density (calc.) 
Linear absorption coefficient 
Maximum transmission 
Minimum uansmission 
Cqstal size 
Sapenpace group 
Basic unit cell 

Table 1. Crystal data for NbGeMTez and condilions of measurement. 

Formula NbGe0.4286T~ 
379.2 B mol- 
7.152 - 
236.6 cm-’ 
0.963 
0.306 

Modulation vectoi 
Diffractometer 
Temperature 
Radiation 
Scan mode 
Recording range 
hklm mge 

Standard reflections 

< 0.24 Y 0.0016 x 0.24 mm3 
Pnma(00y)sOO 
a = 6.435(1) A 
b = 14.006(2) 
c = 3.9072(4) A 
q = sc. 
SIEMENS-P4 
295 K 
MO Ka 

L.50-37.50” 
-1 c h < 12 
-I c k c: 24 
-1clc7 
- 3 < m c 3  
002,060.301 every 100 reflections 

w 

refinements were performed with the computing system JANA93 [12]. The scattering 
factors for neutral atoms and the anomalous dispersion correction were taken from [ 131. 
All refinements were based on IFobsl and performed in the full-matrix mode, using 
w = I/(aZ(IFobrI) + o.021F,b$12) as weights. The definitions of the R-factors are 

=Cl lFobSI-  IFcalll/cIFobslbsl; w R =  [xw( lFobs l -  ~ ~ ~ a 1 ~ ) ~ / ~ w ~ ~ o b s ~ ~ ] ” * .  

3. Symmetry and superspace 

All the spots from the diffraction pattern of the structure of NbGe,/,Tez can be indexed 
with just three integers (hkl) by using the smallest possible reciprocal unit cell (figure 1) 
with reciprocal axis cf. The extinctions in the pattern point to the space group Pnma, the 
same as was reported for the structures of MAlpTez [1,3-51. The latter structures have 
been determined without making use of the superspace group approach. 

(1.0) (I+l,-Z) (1-1.3) (1.1) (I+I.-I) (1+2.-2) (1.2) ( I+l .O)  

-0 

Figure 1. A diffraction pattem for lhe structure of NbGeyrTea in between two main spots 
along the reciprocal e* axis. The relative size of lhe spots wrresponds roughly 10 the relative 
intensities for each class of spots. Indexing is according to the indicated q-vector; for clarity 
hk sets are omitted in each quartet of indices, 
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Since every seventh spot along C: is strong compared with the spots in between, one 
can alternatively assign four integers (hklm) to every spot, regarding the fourth index m as 
the order of the satellite with respect to the strong or main spots. The difiaction pattern is 
then indexed by 

H = ha" + kb* + 14 + mg q = (n1/7)4 .  (1) 

A priori, the choice of nl is ambiguous, since the diffraction pattern is completely 
indexed writh integer indices (hklm) for any value nt ,  nl E (1 .. .6). The natural choice 
seems to be the one which assigns the strongest satellites to the first order m = 1; this 
corresponds in our case to q = (3/7)$. When indexed according to this choice, the (3tI)D 
superspace group matching the set of extinction rules is Pnma(00y)sW. (Equivalent to 
No 62.1 in table 9.8.3.5 of 1141.) Other choices for q may lead to other settings of the 
superspace group, and always give the same structure. Pnma(00y)sOO was also reported 
for the incommensurate structure of TaSi0,amTez with wave vector q = 0.360~" [6]. Table 2 
gives the (3+1)D symmehy operatioas for this superspace group. 

Table 2. Symmetry operations of the suprspace @up Pnmo(0Oy)sOO. The superspace group 
opentors are written as ( R r  I v l u v i u d )  where R is the ?D mtationai part, 6 the (ID) rotational 
p a i  acting on the iounh coordinate. ( V I Y ~ Y J V P )  the O+I)D tranAILional paii. and q = 6 - U:, 
ni. i i I . . ,4 ,  are integers. 

Employing the superspace group approach, one has to use periodic functions to describe 
the displacive and/or OCGUpatiOnd probability modulations that are present in the structure: 

"tor 

r"(i4) = ri + C[u;,, sin(2nhi4) + cos(~nni4)1 (2) 
"=I 

where v counts the independent atoms in the basic unit cell, n is the order of the humonic 
(< ntot), 4 is the argument of the modulation funcfion: i 4  = t t g. T : , ~  = t t g. (rg t A) ,  
with t the global phase of the modulation wave, the average position within the 
basic unit cell, L a basic structure lattice translation, and a:,. = A;,,?,", 
u:,n = (A:,c,", A;,c... 

F6r incommensurdtely modulated structures i 4  takes all possible values between 0.0 
and 1.0 (mod 1). Thus, the variation o f t  yields an infinite number of identical structures, 
differently localized in space. For commensurately modulated structures, however, i 4  is 
restricted to a finite nuniber of, say N, values. Only a shift of the global phase I of 1/N 
produces the same 3D structure. Let ( R E  I v l v Z ~ q ) ;  be a (3+I)D symmetry operation, with 
u4 = S - v i  where 6 is an inttiiaaic phaseindependent shift and vi is a phase-dependent 
shift. A condition can be derived for the (3+1)D symmetry operation to be a 3D symmetry 
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operation by requiring that the same relation must exist between symmetry related atoms in 
the (3t l )D description and those in the 3D description: 

t(€j - 1) = q . (Vi + L) - uq,i (mod 1) vi = ( V I ,  u2, u3)i. (4) 

Alternatively, one can use equation (4) to find the 3D space group if the superspace &roup 
is known. For operations with E = 1, u4 is fixed and independent oft .  For operations with 
E = -1, ud, or more precisely U;, is related to t, through 

Different 3D structures are obtained by either varying t and setting U: = 0 or by varying 
U; and setting t = 0. The relation between the two approaches is given by the relation 
between t and U: : t = ;U;. With the choice t 3 0 and U; variable, the condition limiting 
the possible 3D symmetry elements is the same for operations with E = 1 and E = -1, 
namely 

u4.i = q .  (U; + L) (mod 1). (6) 

This last expression is the same as was previously reported by Yamamoto and Nakazawa 
[ 151 in a slightly different notation. With the operations given in table 2 and equation (6) 
all possible 3D space groups have been dalculated assuming a geheral commensurate wave 
vector q = (nl/nz)c'. These space group have been compiled in table 3. The results show 
that the 3D space goup symetry  is lower than Pnma if one of the components NI, it2 of 
tlie modulation vector is even and the other odd. 

Table 3. ID space gmilps ddvea from the nttib superspace groiip Pnmn(OOySs00 by viitue 
of the conaition "4 = q 2 (vi + L) (mod I). with q = (n1lnz)c'. 

U: = 0 (mod $) Otherwise ~. - 

U: = 0 (mod &) 

P21/m 

U; = & (mod 4). - Otherwise 

P2lmo Pm 
.~ .. nl + n2 = odd" 

nl 9 odd, n2 = iven gives the Same ID space gmups as nl = even, n2 = odd. 

4. Refinement of the structure of NbGe3,,TeZ 

The determination of the structure of NbGe31,T~ began with a refinement of the basic 
structure with main reflections only. The final agieement factors are R = 0.207 and 
w R  = 0.252. These rather high values indicate large modulations. This is also reflecta 
in the high isotropic Debye-Waller parameters (z 1.0) for all atoms. Indeed, on refining 
anisofropic DebyeWaller parameters, a great improvement in the R-factors was obtained 
(R = 0.083, w R  = 0.104). This shows that the Debye-Waller parameters are able to cover 
much of the displacive modulation in the structure. Isotropic Debye-Wallei parameters 
were therefore used in the beginning of the refinement of the modulated structure so as not 
to bias the parameters of the'displacive modulation. 
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The determination of the modulated structure began with the refinement of the first-order 
Fourier components of the displacive modulation of Te and of the occupation probability 
modulation of Nb(1) and Nb(2). The latter were restricted to each other so as to result 
in an occupation probability sum P ( N b ( l ) )  + P(Nb(2))  = 1.00 for each value for Xq [6]. 
The refinement of these parameters resulted in a decrease of the R-factors comparable to 
the decrease obtained by refining the anisotropic Debye-Waller parameters in the average 
structure. The introduction of the second- and third-order harmonics of the modulation 
waves showed, however, that i t  was necessary to reverse the signs of all Fourier amplitudes 
to obtain a proper occupation probability distxibution, i.e. values close to 1.00 and 0.00. 
Finally, the parameters of the displacive waves of Nb(l) and Nb(2) and all modulation 
parameters of Ge were refined. It is noted that the number of independent parameters 
for the displacive waves of the cations is lower than the seven allowed by symmetry, 
because the number of independent cation sites in the superstructure is lower than seven, 
i.e. four, three, and three for Nb(l), Nb(2) and Ge, respectively. The choice of this limited 
number of harmonics is to some extent arbitrary, but one should avoid taking functions 
that are linearly dependent on each other. The omission of second-order harmonics in the 
refinement is proven to work rather well, but the simultaneous refinement of the mean (i.e. 
the zeroth-order harmonic) and the first- and third-order harmonics easily leads to a close 
to singular matrix and false minima. This is certainly not advisable in the early stages of 
the refinement. 

Although the trend of the cationic occupational probabilities in the superstructure 
approached a fully ordered model, the deviations from the ideal values 1.00 and 0.00 
were too important to be ignored. These deviations amounted to 0.20 for certain sites, but 
for no site were negative densities found. The origin of this apparent disorder was sought 
in the existence of two domains with an equivalent, fully ordered distribution of cations. 
Such domains are energetically equally favourable, but apparently they d o  not occur in 
equal proportions [3]. The domains are related to each other by a mirror plane at x 2 %. A 
similar phenomenon was found and successfully modelled in the structure of TaSipTez [3]. 
The values for the Fourier amplitudes of the occupation probability waves were recalculated 
to yield a fully ordered cationic distribution in a single domain and proper constraints were 
set between all equal parameters of the two mirror-related domains. The x-parameter of 
the mirror was refined by means of a dummy atom. The refined domain volume fractions 
were 0.943(3) and 0.057(3). It is quite possible that there are other domains that take part 
in the structural disorder, but the volume fractions are too small to be modelled. The final 
agreement factors for this model are R = 0.047,0.075,0.113,0.122 and 0.065 (wR = 0.053, 
0.088, 0.148, 0.159. 0.074) for 463 main reflections, 587 first-order, 115 second-order, and 
91 third-order satellites, in total 1256 reflections (only reflections with I > 2.5u(1) were 
used in the refinements). These R-factors are comparable to those resulting from the single- 
domain structure and ‘relaxed’ Fourier amplitudes for the occupation probability waves. 
The results for the refinements have been compiled in tables 4-6. 

5. Discussion 

From the parameters in tables 4 and 5, and equations (2) and (3), the coordinates of all 
atoms in the modulated structure can be generated. Since the structure is commensurate 
with q = ?&, only seven basic translations along the c axis are considered. The structure 
of NbGe,,,Te* is based upon an AAlBB stacking of Te sheets perpendicular to the b axis. 
Nb and Ge occupy sites within every other Te-Te double layer; therefore the structure is 
better described as an AcrABpB stacking of Te-cation-Te sandwiches. 
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Table 4. Final values for the amplitudes of the displacive modulation functions. The table 
also contains basic sflllcture parameters (n = 0). Experimental standard deviations are shown 
in parentheses. The position of the mirror relating the two domains was determined to be 
x = 0.168(1). The volume fraction of the main domain is 0.943(3). The z coordinates of Nb(l) 
and NbW were restricted to each other. 

0 0.3186(3) 0.25 -0.0419(3) 
1 0.008(6) 0.0 -0.004(1) O.OllO(6) 0.0 0.054(1) 
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0063(6) 0.0 0.020(3) 

0 0.0324(3) 0.23 -0.0419 
1 0.0028(8) 0.0 O.Oi%I) -0.0013(6) 0.0 -0.044(1) 
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0 0.427(1) 0.25 0.258(3) 
1 0.0029(8) 0.0 -0.035(2) -0.005(1) 0.0 -0.004(2) 

0 0.1681(2) 0.11644(6) 0.4775(2) 
1 -0.0317(2) -0.0006(2) -0.0063(5) -0.0298(3) O.OOW(2) O.OlM(5) 
2 0.0095(4) -0.0012(3) -0.0020(7) -0.0015(4) 0.0003(3) 0.0197(4) 
3 0.0108(6) -0.0024(6) -0.0144(6) -0.0081(5) -0.0003(5) -0.0054(9) 

Nb(2) 

Ge 

Te 

Table 5. Values for the ampliludes of the occupation probability modulation waves. The values 
have been calculated so as to give a fully ordered distribution of cations, i.e. a site is empty 
( P  = 0.00) or occupied ( P  = 1.00). The values for Nb(2) follow from those of Nb(i) (see 
text). 

n p;" 

Nb(1) 
0 0.571 429 
I 0.5437 -0.3414 
2 0,1428 0.0689 
3 -0.0255 0.2279 

0 0.428 57 I 
I -0,1278 0.6291 
2 -0.0619 0.1460 
3 0.1296 -0.1889 

Ge 

Figure 2 shows a projection of one AEA sandwich along the perpendicular direction. 
The BBB sandwich is related by symmetry and need not be considered separately. Nb is 
situated in trigonal prismatic holes, whereas Ge is found in the middle of faces joining two 
trigonal prisms. The trigonal prismatic coordination of Nb is very common in chalcogenides; 
the square coordination of Ge, perpendicular to the sandwich, is unknown except in  this 
MA,Tq series. All Nb atoms, except two (per sandwich), are bonded to one other (distances 
in the range 2.818-2.949 A); there are thus six N b N b  pairs and two lone Nb atoms per 
sandwich. Besides the square coordination by Te (square perpendicular to the sheets), Ge 
is also approximately square coordinated by Nb, in this case with the coordination plane 
parallel to the sandwich (range: 2.756-2.847 A). Note that the 'lone' Nb atoms form in- 
plane zigzag strips perpendicular to the c axis, and accordingly to the running direction of 
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FiguurC 2. A projection of one sandwich of the suudure Nbde3pTe~ onto lhe plane y = 4, 
Large open circles represent Nh, middle4zed circles Ge, and the small circles Te. 

the modulation wave. ?he important interatomic distances in the structure of NbGe31,Tez 
are compiled in table 7. What is interesting is the large spread in, especially, the Te-Te 
colitacts parallel to  the layer. This is attributed to the rather diffuse character of the p 
orbitals of Te compared with, for instance, the other chalcogens S and Se 1161. 

h b l e  6. Final values for the thermal parameters. The form of the Iemperatllre factor is 
exp[-(@jlhz + &tz + 833p + fljzhk + h h l +  &3kl)l. The standard deviation Is given in 
parentheses. ,.. .: . . . . .. . , ~. . . 

"" hi BU &3 B I Z  #I3 023 . .  
Nb(1) 0.0007(3) 0.00061(6) 0.0090(8) 0.0 0.0008(6) 0.0 
Ce 0.0040(6) 0.0016(2) 0.019(2) 0.0 O.WO(1) 0.0 . .  . .  
T?..~. Om17(2J 0.00062(4) , O.OlOl(4) O.W006(9) , -O.W00(3) -0.0000(1) 

Table 7. Main' interatomic distances in the smcttm of NhGey7Te2. ( d )  is the mean df all 
closest mntms found in the smdure; q d )  refers to the standard devimion of the mean, thus 
not to thk usual crystallographic experimental standard deviation; d,j. and d,, are lhe minimal 
a i d  maximal distance. respcdiveiy. found iir each set All distances are in 8. . , _. . .  

. NbNh NbGe W T e  Ce-Te Te-Te'(I)a ' , Te-Te (2lb ' Te-Te (3)' 

(d)  2.887 2.801 2.864 2.770 3.949 3.823 3.753 
o(4 0.066 0.032 0.064 0.032 0.150 0.246, 0.061 

d& 2.945. 2,847 2.964 2.800 4.211 4.102 3.81i 
d& 2.818 2.756 2 : m  2.72s 3.739 3.306 3.625 

.,"" - , .  

a Te-Te contZCs through the van der Waals' gap, i.e. joining IWO different sandwiches. 

E re-Te contacts lhrough a sandwich. i.e. joining the two Te sheets constituting one sandwich. 
T-Te contacts parallel to the layers, i.e. within one Te sheet. 

The coordination ofthe atoms in NbGe,.ITez, i.e. bond distances and bond angles, is 
very near to that in NbGelpTez (q = :c*) [l]. Thus, the two structures are very similar 
with regafd to their stereochemistry, despite the large difference between their unit cells. It 
is recalled'that the incommensurate structure of TaSi0.3soTez (q = 0.360~') [6] was shown 
to consist of two building blocks, the TaSilpTez unit and the TaSi,/3Tez unit. These two 
blocks consist of two and three subunits, respectively. The TaSil/3Te2 unit is equal to the 
TaSi112Tez unit except for an extra subunit with the lone Ta atoms (the 'zigzag' strip). The 
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geometric parameters of the separate building blocks, i.e. bond distances and angles, hardly 
change upon joining them together to create a new (in)commensurately modulated structurei 
Because of these observations it seems worthwhile to use similar building blocks also for 
the structure of NbGeapTez, and more generally, for the whole series MA,T@. 

Considering only one sandwich, for instance &A, the following picture emerges 
(figure 3). Structures with f < x < can be considered as ordered mixtures of the 
two structures at the extremities of the interval, i.e. MAlpTez and MAI/zT@. The most 
simple commensurate structure after MAl/3Tez, MAz/sT@, is just the Combination of the 
two building blocks, whereas the shucture determination of this paper shows that MA317Tez 
is to be considered as one MA1/3Te2 unit plus two MAlpTez units. In this way, a whole 
cascade of commensurate structures can be formed, corresponding to the general formula 
MA~1+,,,/(3+z.,Tez, where n is equal to the number of MA]/zTez units. The value for 
( I  + n)/(3 + 2n) can be shown to be exactly equal to the relative magnitude y of the 
modulation wave vector q = yc' [6]. The denominator (3+2n) ,  is just  the multiplification 
factor of the supercell with respect to the basic unit cell in the c direction. This number is 
always odd, since it represents the combination of one MAl/3Te2 block consisting of three 
subunits and n MAlpTe2 blocks consisting of two subunits, The nominator, (1 + n) ,  takes 
any integer value and defines the position of the strongest satellites in between the mi in  
reflections of the average structure, in other words, the (1 + n)th satellite with respect to a 
main refledtion is strong. 

In between these commensurate structures, incommensurate structures are found for 
which the insertion of MA1/2Tez units is more variable, but always 'quasi-periodic', 
since the diffraction pattern shows well defined spots. Alternatively, one can consider 
the incommensurate structures in between two successive commensurate structures 
MA(I+.)/~+%)T~z, say n and n + 1, as being built from the complete blocks n and n + 1 .  
Every 'incommensurate' value y can be approximated by a rational value nl f n z .  e.g. the 
structure of TaSb.3aTe2 has y = 0.360 [6], which is equal to &. There is, however, no 
integer value n for which (1 + n) / (3  + 2n) equals &. Therefore, the description of the 
structure of TaSi0.360Te2 as incommensurate is preferred as compared with a commensurate 
description within a 25-fold supercell. 

Since the building blocks are commehsurate superstructures themselves, of the same 
basic unit cell, in principle only one superspace group, namely Pnma(00y)s00, is needed 
to describe the symmetry of the whole MA,Te2 series. Individual members of the series 
are completely characterized by the value for x, or equivalently, by the value for the wave 
vector q = yc" = xc'. 

As was shown before (table 3). the 3D space group of commen'surate structures with 
either nl or 112 even in q = (nI/nz)c* and superspace group symmetry Pnma(00y)sOO 
is expected to have lower symmetry than the highest symmetry possible, namely Pnma. 
Although it is possible to have orthorhombic structures with either nl or n z  even, via 
another setting of this superspace group, these structures have not been found up to now. 
The structures of NbSil,zTez (q = fc') [7] and of NbGez/sT% (q = $c*) 1171 consist 
of a number of domains of monoclinic symmetry, P 2 1 / c  for NbSilpTez and P2l/n,for 
NbCe2/5T~. These space groups are not found in table 3, and accordingly the superspace 
group symmetry cannot be Pnma(00y)sOO. On the other hand, all known phases with 
q = (nl/n&*, nl and n2 odd, have the 3D space group Pnma, corresponding to a value 
U; = 0 (mod I). 

It is insudcient to consider only one sandwich to understand the structural origin of 
this symmetry lowering (compared with the highest symmetry possible Pnma). Since 
the structures are thought to consist of two rigid units in which the geometric paraineters 
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Y *  

A s  

Te o 
1 /3Te 2 

MA2/5Te2 

Figure 3. A schematic pattern of MA,Tel ( 5  < x 6 i) SvUcluTes. The + sign for the 
incommensurate s " m s  m- that the structure consists of an odered arrangement of the 
two units shown. The distortion of lhe Te network has nM been taken into account for s&e of 
Clarity. 

remain approximately the s e e  after combination into a certain structure, a hypothetical 
orthorhombic structure for MA2pTe2 can be easily constructed. In figure 4 the projection 
of two Te sheets of two adjacent sandwiches, i.e. those that span the empty van der Waals' 
gap, are shown. For comparison, the same is done for the real orthorhombic structure of 
NbGe,/,Te2. It is seen that the wavy patterns of the Te-Te vectors are more in phase 
for NbGe3,,TQ than they are for NbGe~/sTe2. The structural origin of the symmetry 
lowering is thus a mismatching of the rigid prototype units along the stacking direction 
of the sandwiches. An alignment of the two Te sheets can be regained upon shifting 
the second sandwich in the running direction of the modulation wave, for NbGezpTe2, 
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over a distance of exactly two basic unit cells. This, of course, lowers the symmetry 
to monoclinic. Although this is not a real explanation for the symmetry lowering of the 
stmcture of NbGeZpTez, it clearly demonstrates that the structure is likely to change for 
either n,  or nz even. A full account of the structure determination of NbGezjsTez will be 
presented elsewhere [17]. 

U 
w - - -  

Figure 4. The wavy panem o f  fhe two Te sheets that span the van der Waals’ gap. The upper 
drawing shows the projection of the two sheets of NbGe,/,Tel onto y = i with all Te atoms 
indicated The second drawing is the same as the first one, but for the omission of a number 
of atoms, to demonstrate lhe marching pattern more clearly. The third drawing is similar to the 
second, but now for hypothetical orthorhombic NbGez/sTez. 

6. Concluding remarks 

In this paper we have shown that the theory of superspace groups offers a convenient way to 
standardize the (in)commensurately modulated structures within the MA,Tez phase system. 
Commensurately modulated structures in the series might have different 3D space groups, 
but the same (3+1)D superspace group which is common to that of the incommensurate 
structures. The structure determination of NbGespTez is exemplary for the commensurate 
compounds in the series: after defining the strongest satellites to be the first-order satellites, 
and starting from the average structure that is common to all structures, one arrives quite 
easily at a model for the modulated structure. 

The advantages of the superspace group approach as compared with a conventional 
supercell approach are primarily of a standardizing nature. All structures have the same 
basic unit cell and are fully characterized by their modulation wave vector and the global 
phase of the modulation wave. The structure refinement itself is not necessarily easier: the 
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number of independent parameters is the same as in a conventional refinement if the supercell 
symmetry is the same as the superspace group symmetry. A conventional refinement leads 
to the same results if the thermal parameters of like atoms are constrained to each other. 
It is expected that the larger the supercell the more difficult the conventional refinement 
would be, because of an increasing number of correlations. 

MA,Te2 structures with f < x < i, whether commensurate or incommensurate, are 
simply described as ordered arrangements of the two extreme structures MAlpTe2 and 
MAIpTe2. It would be interesting to synthesize and determine the structures of e.g. 
MAl/+Te, and MAllSTe2 to answer two different sets of questions. Firstly: will they 
possess the same superspace group as the compounds with 5 < x < 4 and will the building 
principle be different from those compounds? Secondly, how and at what stage will the 
environment of M change upon diminishing the A content of the system? The environment 
of M in the parent compound MT% was reported to be octahedral [SI, instead of trigonal 
prismatic as found in the phases described in this paper. 
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